
Use the answers from your species data worksheets to determine which 
assessment method(s) are most appropriate for your fishery.Method Matrix
Visit http://fishe.edf.org/method-matrix

*  Marine Protected Area must be appropriately cited, to 
ensure habitats are comparable with corresponding 
fished areas, appropriately designed and managed to 
ensure efficacy in allowing stocks to rebuild, and old 
enough to infer that populations inside are representative 
of unfished populations.

Need to Have Data (data that is necessary to conduct 
a given method) 

Nice to Have Data (data that can be used with the 
given method to answer additional questions)

Data could be Need to Have or Nice to Have 
depending on relevant information

Methods

Questions

Relevant 
Information
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Observed and expected system changes

Observed and expected impacts of those changes 
on system

Knowledge about target species tolerance of change

Knowledge about target species prey and habitat 
needs

Social and Governance Data

Knowledge about social system structures, 
capacities and norms

Knowledge about governance system structures, 
processes and accountability measures

nowledge about scientific monitoring and adaptive 
management system

Knowledge about economic system structure, 
diversity and exibility

Biological Data

Common Life-History Characteristics

Natural Mortality

Von ertalan y parameters

Catchability

Ecosystem Data

Knowledge about the structure of the ecosystem 
and species community

nowledge about non-fishing activities that impact 
the system

Fishery-Dependent Data

nowledge about how fishery interacts with stocks

stimated tock i e/Depletion

Fishery-Independent Data

cientific urvey ength requencies

cientific urvey ish Densities

cientific urvey Habitat Distribution

Inside No-Take Zones/Marine Protected Areas*

ength requencies

ish Densities

patial Habitat Distribution

Climate Change Data

Required
Data

Relative vulnerability scores for Relative vulnerability scores for 
each stock impacted by the fisheryeach stock impacted by the fishery

urrent level of risk facing urrent level of risk facing 
ecosystem from all system threatsecosystem from all system threats

tock vulnerability/resilience to 
climate change

cosystem vulnerability/resilience 
to climate change

How will climate change impact my fishery  

1 3 4

H  tep 

hat is the current status of my ecosystem How vulnerable is my stock to How vulnerable is my stock to 
overfishing by my fisheryoverfishing by my fishery

limate mpact rofile 
Template

eneral system health and / or eneral system health and / or 
resilience of ecosystem or whole resilience of ecosystem or whole 

systemsystem

Ecosystem Threshold 
Analysis  

for Coral Reefs
Resilience 

hecklist
roductivity and 

Susceptibility Analysis

Comprehensive 
Assessment of 

Risk to cosystems 
(CARE)

Species Climate 
Vulnerability 
Assessment

urrent level of risk facing 
ecosystem from fishery

cological Risk 
Assessment for the 

ects of ishing 
( R )
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  arine rotected rea must be appropriately cited, to ensure habitats are 
comparable with corresponding fished areas, appropriately designed and 
managed to ensure efficacy in allowing stocks to rebuild, and old enough 
to infer that populations inside are representative of unfished populations.

Need to Have Data (data that is necessary to 
conduct a given method) 

Nice to Have Data (data that can be used 
with the given method to answer additional 
questions)

Common Life-History Characteristics

Natural Mortality

ecundity urves

Von ertalan y parameters

Catchability

ge/ ength

Fishery-Dependent Data

Knowledge about  
how fishery interacts with stocks

Catch

ength requencies

atch- er- nit- ort

stimated tock i e/Depletion

ishing ortality

ishery electivity

Fishery-Independent Data

cientific urvey ength requencies

cientific urvey ish Densities

cientific urvey Habitat Distribution

cientific urvey atch er nit ort

Inside No-Take Zones/Marine Protected 
Areas*

atch- er- nit- ort

ength requencies

ish Densities

patial Habitat Distribution

5 9

H  tep 

 f species live  years,   fish are needed.
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s my stock overfished hat are appropriate management reference points for my fishery  m  overfishing or fishing too hard

Catch and 
ort rends

 years

 years

roese 
Sustainability 

ndicator
 atch 

Curve

ope and unt 
Length-Based 

Reference 
oint (R )

 year

Length-Based 
Spawing 

otential Ratio 
( R)

Mean Length 
(LBAR)

Surplus 
roduction

 years

 years

 years

 Density 
Ratio

ield er 
Recruit ( R)

Depletion-
ased tock 
Reduction 
nalysis (D -

SRA)

complete 
time series

Length-Based 
ntegrated 
ixed ects 

R ( )

 
fish 

Catch Curve

Catch 
Maximum 

Sustainable 
Yield (CMSY)

 years

first and final 
year years

Depletion-
Corrected 

Average Catch 
(D )

 years

-based 
Decision ree

 year

 year

 year

 year
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  arine rotected rea must be appropriately cited, to ensure habitats are 
comparable with corresponding fished areas, appropriately designed and 
managed to ensure efficacy in allowing stocks to rebuild, and old enough 
to infer that populations inside are representative of unfished populations.

Need to Have Data (data that is necessary to 
conduct a given method) 

Nice to Have Data (data that can be used 
with the given method to answer additional 
questions)

Common Life-History Characteristics

Natural Mortality

ecundity urves

Von ertalan y parameters

Catchability

ge/ ength

Fishery-Dependent Data

Knowledge about  
how fishery interacts with stocks

Catch

ength requencies

atch- er- nit- ort

stimated tock i e/Depletion

ishing ortality

ishery electivity

Fishery-Independent Data

cientific urvey ength requencies

cientific urvey ish Densities

cientific urvey Habitat Distribution

cientific urvey atch er nit ort

Inside No-Take Zones/Marine Protected 
Areas*

atch- er- nit- ort

ength requencies

ish Densities

patial Habitat Distribution

5 9

H  tep 

 f species live  years,   fish are needed.
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m  overfishing or fishing too hard

urrent ishing ortality Rateercent of the catch made up of 
di erent si es of fish

Trends in abundance, 
atch- er- nit- ort, and average 

length in the catch
Historic trends in fishing mortality 

Catch and 
ort rends

 years

 years

roese 
Sustainability 

ndicator
 atch 

Curve

ope and unt 
Length-Based 

Reference 
oint (R )

 year

Mean Length 
(LBAR) Catch Curve

Surplus 
roduction

Length-Based 
ntegrated 
ixed ects 

R ( )

 fish 

ield er 
Recruit ( R)

 years

 years

 years
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  arine rotected rea must be appropriately cited, to ensure habitats are 
comparable with corresponding fished areas, appropriately designed and 
managed to ensure efficacy in allowing stocks to rebuild, and old enough 
to infer that populations inside are representative of unfished populations.

Need to Have Data (data that is necessary to 
conduct a given method) 

Nice to Have Data (data that can be used 
with the given method to answer additional 
questions)

Common Life-History Characteristics

Natural Mortality

ecundity urves

Von ertalan y parameters

Catchability

ge/ ength

Fishery-Dependent Data

Knowledge about  
how fishery interacts with stocks

Catch

ength requencies

atch- er- nit- ort

stimated tock i e/Depletion

ishing ortality

ishery electivity

Fishery-Independent Data

cientific urvey ength requencies

cientific urvey ish Densities

cientific urvey Habitat Distribution

cientific urvey atch er nit ort

Inside No-Take Zones/Marine Protected 
Areas*

atch- er- nit- ort

ength requencies

ish Densities

patial Habitat Distribution
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s my stock overfished  

Current Biomass Reproductive apacity of tock at 
current  Rate

stimate of urrent tock 
Depletion evels

Historic trends in biomass/ 
nfished biomass

complete 
time series

 fish 

Catch 
Maximum 

Sustainable 
Yield (CMSY)

 years

first and final year

 Density 
Ratio

Surplus 
roduction

Length-Based 
Spawing 

otential Ratio 
( R)

Length-Based 
ntegrated 
ixed ects 

R ( )

Depletion-
ased tock 
Reduction 
nalysis (D -

SRA)

 years

 years

 years
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  arine rotected rea must be appropriately cited, to ensure habitats are 
comparable with corresponding fished areas, appropriately designed and 
managed to ensure efficacy in allowing stocks to rebuild, and old enough 
to infer that populations inside are representative of unfished populations.

Need to Have Data (data that is necessary to 
conduct a given method) 

Nice to Have Data (data that can be used 
with the given method to answer additional 
questions)

Common Life-History Characteristics

Natural Mortality

ecundity urves

Von ertalan y parameters

Catchability

ge/ ength

Fishery-Dependent Data

Knowledge about  
how fishery interacts with stocks

Catch

ength requencies

atch- er- nit- ort

stimated tock i e/Depletion

ishing ortality

ishery electivity

Fishery-Independent Data

cientific urvey ength requencies

cientific urvey ish Densities

cientific urvey Habitat Distribution

cientific urvey atch er nit ort

Inside No-Take Zones/Marine Protected 
Areas*

atch- er- nit- ort

ength requencies

ish Densities

patial Habitat Distribution

5 9

H  tep 

 f species live  years,   fish are needed.
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hat are appropriate management reference points for my fishery  

ppropriate ield for my fisheryppropriate ishing ortality Rate 
for my fishery

Appropriate proportions of each 
si e class in the catch

arget  rates for di erent si e 
classes

ope and unt 
Length-Based 

Reference 
oint (R )

 year

Surplus 
roduction

-based 
Decision ree

 year

 year

 year

 year

Catch Curve ield er 
Recruit ( R)

Length-Based 
ntegrated 
ixed ects 

R ( )

 fish 

 years

Depletion-
Corrected 

Average Catch 
(D )

 years

Depletion-
ased tock 
Reduction 
nalysis (D -

SRA)

complete 
time series

Catch 
Maximum 

Sustainable 
Yield (CMSY)

 years

first and final year

 years

 years

 years


